Green criminology, detailed lecture plan autumn 2016

8.9. 14.15-16: Ragnhild Sollund Introduction to green criminology and wl-trafficking

Literature:


Beirne, Piers and Nigel South, red. (2007): Issues in Green Criminology. Confronting harms against environment, humanity and other animals, kap. 3, kap. 10. Willan Publishing. 45 s. [K]


15.9. David Rodríguez Goyes: Animal Abductions for Biomedical Research. *A case of ecological withdrawals?*

Literature:


22.9. David Rodríguez Goyes: Biopiracy and the epistemologies from the south


29.9. Rune Ellefsen, social movements

Literature:


6.10: Screening of the film Racing Extinction, discussion afterwards.

13.10: Tanya Wyatt: Illegal logging

Literature:


27.10 Seminar, students assignments and group presentation. Ragnhild Sollund

3.11. Seminar, students assignments and group presentation, + Ragnhild Sollund gives advice for the exam